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Abstract: The effect of temperature and irradiance on COVID-19 will determine the course of 

the pandemic as the seasons change. We show case and death counts had significantly lower 

growth rates at higher temperatures (>14 °C) when aligned for stage in the epidemic. We then 

show irradiance and in particular solar elevation angle in combination with cloudopacity explain 

COVID-19 morbidity and mortality growth better than temperature: a reduction of mean solar 

elevation of 9 degrees led on average to a 2500% increase in COVID-19 case growth over the 

following two weeks. COVID-19 exploded during the darkest January in Wuhan in over a 

decade. Our results suggest transmission models should incorporate solar elevation and that the 

impact of UV irradiance on individual morbidity and mortality should be tested. We discuss 

implications for the best locations and optimal behaviors for high-risk individuals to weather the 

pandemic. 

 

One Sentence Summary: High solar elevation reduces the transmission of COVID-19, which 

exploded into an epidemic during the darkest January in over 10 years in Wuhan. 
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Main Text:  

The world is undergoing the largest public policy experiment ever conducted. Billions of people 

are being told to stay at home to avoid COVID-19 contagion. While isolation undoubtedly 

prevents contagion, having people stay at home and closing public parks has side effects that are 

not well understood. It is well known that the UV radiation in natural sunlight stimulates vitamin 

D production in the days following exposure1. Vitamin D deficiency may confer increased risk 

of influenza and respiratory tract infection2. Sunlight exposure improves survival in patients for 

some diseases3. Many viruses are inactivated under Ultraviolet irradiation. Viruses containing 

single-stranded nucleic acids such as coronaviruses, which are RNA viruses, are particularly 

sensitive, because they are unable to repair damage in the absence of a complementary strand4. 

Are governments inadvertently putting their populations at risk by forcing them to remain away 

from the sunlight for weeks at a time? Should public policy to slow down COVID-19 pandemic 

include both social isolation and sunlight? 

Although seasonality is one of the most familiar features of influenza, it is also one of the least 

understood5. The largest initial outbreaks of COVID-19 all occurred in a narrow latitude band 

characterized by similar weather (5-11 degrees C and 47-79% humidity)6. It has been claimed 

that 90% of the initial 2019-nCoV transmissions occurred within a range of temperature between 

3 and 17C and absolute humidity between 4 to 9g/m, and that the total number of cases in 
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countries with mean Jan-Feb-March temperature >18C and absolute humidity >9 g/m3 was less 

than 6%7. Yet this analysis compared numbers from different stages of the outbreak, making it 

possible that the differences are simply historical in nature, with outbreaks at latitudes farther 

from the original epicenter in Wuhan simply behind in their stage of the epidemic. It has been 

suggested that the daily effective viral reproductive number, R, may have decreased as a function 

of temperature for 100 Chinese cities with more than 40 cases from January 21 to 23, 20208,9,10. 

Yet that study was confined to China, and dates back to January or early February. Since then, 

outbreaks have occurred in Brazil, Australia and a number of other countries in the southern 

hemisphere with temperatures quite different from those in the narrow band where the original 

outbreaks occurred, prompting some to suggest that there are no signs that warmer weather 

regions show a different pattern in the growth of the epidemic11,12. Furthermore, case counts are 

highly sensitive to testing density, and randomized testing has suggested the total number of 

infections may be more than 7 times the number of detected cases13. Most importantly, we are 

aware of no studies that have addressed the impact of irradiance or sunlight on COVID-19 

growth, which could underlie much of the impact of temperature, if any. 

This study addresses these questions by testing previous findings on the temperature-sensitivity 

of COVID-19 case growth in China in the rest of the world, extending the analysis from case 

counts, which can be less reliable, to COVID-19 deaths14, which are less sensitive to testing 

density, measuring the impact of irradiance on the growth of COVID-19 cases15 and death 

counts, testing whether irradiance has more explanatory power than temperature on viral case 
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and death count growth, testing the impact of daily irradiance on subsequent growth of case 

count within the Chinese province where the pandemic started, and looking back at the history of 

irradiance in the pandemic’s epicenter for well over a decade, finding data that may help explain 

why the pandemic occurred when it did. Finally, we look at the role of solar elevation in the 

progression of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Every single location analyzed which had over 2,000 cases by March 15th 2020 had average 

temperature at or below ten degrees Celsius (Fig. 1A).  

 

Figure 1A. Case count on March 20th as a function of the location's average temperature the week before. 

To control for stage in the evolution of the epidemic in each location and date of start of the 

epidemic in each location, we looked at the speed of the epidemic’s progression as a function of 

ambient temperature after case counts per day were aligned starting with the day that the 

cumulative case count first exceeded 100 in each location (countries, except for New York state), 
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and the growth in the cumulative number of cases was correlated with the average temperature at 

the city with the most COVID-19 cases in that country from two weeks before the day the area 

hit 100 cases to two weeks after. To normalize for differences in starting counts on the day the 

location first passed 100 cases, we normalized by the case count on that day. Locations with 

higher temperatures showed a slower growth in the number of COVID-19 cases: every single 

location with a temperature above 14°C (solid lines with triangles) had a slower relative growth 

in the number of infections detected than every single locale with a temperature below 14°C 

(dashed lines with stars) (Fig. 1B, p=0.0001 (1/2^13)). Each country’s response to the pandemic 

will have an impact on the overall evolution of each country’s numbers. Germany, which has the 

highest nurse rate16, which started doing professional contact tracing when the first cases were 

reported and started testing people even with milder symptoms relatively early on17, and where 

Chancellor Merkel banned large events and spoke extensively about COVID-19 during that 

initial period, had the lowest 14-day-growth of any country with an average temperature below 

14°C in the dataset. Brazil, where President Bolsonaro declared the pandemic a "fantasy" created 

by the media and criticized local efforts to promote social distancing, got the highest 14-day 

growth of any country studied with a temperature over 14°C. Yet it is notable that even Germany 

was not able to keep initial case growth below Brazil’s: average temperature proved to be a 

better predictor than government policy during this period. 

. 
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Figure 1B. Relative growth in case counts as a function of average temperature. Temperature was significantly correlated with 

case count growth speed after the 100th case. Dashed lines with stars denote temperatures at or below 10C. Triangles with solid 

lines denote locations with temperatures at or above 15C. 

To quantify the effect of temperature on growth rate, we plotted the number of cases on the 

eleventh day after hitting 100 cases at each location versus the average temperature of that place 

between two weeks before and two weeks after the 100th case in each location (Fig. 1C). The 

average growth in 11 days in locations with average temperature at or under 10°C was 460% the 

growth in the same period at or above 14°C. Because of the compounding effect of exponential 

growth, the difference grows even larger with time. 
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Figure 1C. Relative case growth and temperature. The correlation between average temperatures and the relative growth in case 

numbers over the first 11 days after passing 100 cases at each location exhibited a coefficient of correlation of 0.79 (p<0.001). 

To control for inaccuracies in case data due to undertesting, we carried out the same analysis 

with cumulative death counts at each location. We aligned deaths on the first day of 3+ deaths. 

We obtained a similar negative correlation between temperature and death count growth (Fig. 

1D, Pearson’s correlation coefficient=0.70, p<0.02). 
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Figure 1D. COVID-19 death count growth after the 3rd death for locations with different average temperatures. Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient=-0.61. Spearman correlation coefficient=0.74, p<0.01. 

However, we found exceptions to the general pattern of lower temperatures leading to faster 

growth of the COVID-19 epidemic in Finland, Norway and Russia. It has been suggested that 

attention on the impact of seasonality on COVID-19 should focus on ultraviolet radiation and not 

temperature18. To shed light on whether the effect of temperature was primarily due to sunlight 

or temperature itself, we obtained irradiance and temperature data from Solcast19, and carried out 

the same analysis on both. The Solcast temperature data confirmed the temperature effect 

described above. There was an even larger coefficient of correlation between COVID 19 case 

growth in the two weeks following the 100th case in each location analyzed and irradiance during 
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that period (GHI in W/m2 (irradiance in the sunlight)) and cloudopacity than between COVID 19 

case growth and temperature (CC=-0.6, p<0.01) (Fig. 2A). 

 

Figure 2A. COVID-19 case growth speed after the 100th case as a function of GHI (irradiance). CC=-0.6, p<0.01. 

The same negative correlation was observed between the speed of growth of death counts and 

irradiance (GHI) (Fig. 2B, CC=-0.73, p=0.01).  

Korea presents an interesting example. Before knowing about the role of irradiance, one might 

find it surprising that there have been more than ten times as many COVID-19 cases –and 

importantly, exponential growth-- in Daegu and the Gyeongbuk region than in Seoul, when 

Daegu has only a quarter of the population of Seoul. Seoul, in contrast, showed linear growth 

and less than ten percent of the cases Daegu did. Yet Seoul has a higher cloudopacity and a 

lower irradiance than both of the most affected regions. In this regard, it is interesting to note that 

the minimum temperature observed during the period in study had a significant positive 

correlation with COVID-19 case growth (R=0.45, p<0.05). Its predictive power was better than 
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that of average temperature, made all the more significant by the fact that average takes every 

hour of every day’s temperature into account, whilst minimum takes a single day’s. Seoul had a 

minimum temperature during the period in question of -9.3°C, whilst Daegu’s was only -3.9°C. 

Our findings may also explain what happened in Italy: Lombardy (where Milano is located) had 

more than ten times the cases as Lazio (the home of Rome), even though the populations are of 

the same order of magnitude in both, and even though there are direct flights from Wuhan to 

Rome but not Milano. Our findings explain this: Rome’s irradiance was 19% higher than 

Milano’s. Our findings shed light on the progression of the epidemic in Spain: Madrid had more 

than four times the cases Andalusia did, even though Andalusia has a higher population. The 

explanation? Andalusia is sunnier (15% higher GHI). 

 

Figure 2B. Cumulative COVID-19 deaths by the 4th day after the first day with 3+ deaths, as a function of irradiance (GHI in 

W/m2). CC=-0.73, p=0.01. 
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Likewise, our findings may explain why Seattle, one of the cloudiest cities in the USA, saw the 

first outbreak in the US, and why southern US states have been hit less hard than Michigan and 

New York. Lincoln County, SD, has been among the counties with the fastest-growing number 

of cases in the US, doubling every two days at times. Its mean irradiance (GHI) since the 

epidemic there began on March 10th has been less than half that of Miami, whose cases were 

growing half as fast. 

We examined irradiance in Wuhan, the site where the pandemic originated, going back to 2007. 

January, the month that the epidemic accelerated out of control, was the darkest month in Wuhan 

in the last 12 months (Fig. 2C), and the darkest January in the solar record (Fig. 2D): 42% darker 

than the average January since 2007. The fact that the virus appears to have originated in a 

creature that thrives in the dark20 may be relevant: a virus evolved in bats would not have 

evolved resistance to sunlight. 

 

Figure 2C. Average Irradiance in Wuhan by month over the last 12 months. 
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Figure 2D. Average January irradiance in Wuhan since 2007. 

We used data on people movement across the US from Unacast21 to test whether people’s 

average distance traveled or visitations varied systematically with irradiance, and found no 

significant association (p>0.4 for daily distance, p>0.7 for visitations), suggesting that contact 

between people is not significantly correlated with irradiance. This is consistent with previous 

results22. 

One environmental variable proved to be more predictive of COVID-19 case growth rate (Fig. 

3A, CC=0.63, p<0.001) and death count growth rate (CC=0.81, p<0.001) than irradiance: the 

average zenith over the 24 hour period between two weeks before and two weeks after the 100th 
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case. The zenith angle is 0 when the Sun is directly overhead, 90 degrees when the Sun is at the 

horizon, and more than 90 when the Sun is hidden from view. A higher average zenith angle 

over a 24 hour period means the Sun is on average further from directly overhead, and follows 

from the Sun being lower in the horizon and from less sunlight hours. The same result was 

corroborated with an analysis of mean 24-hour solar elevation during the two weeks following 

the 100th case at each of 162 countries and provinces outside China that had reached 100 

reported cases by May 1st (Fig. 3B). Solar radiation absorption is known to be dependent on the 

zenith angle23, 24. The correlation was also found (CC=0.60, p<0.001) with the sum of the hourly 

zenith during daytime hours (those when zenith <90). Confirmed case counts grew 662% more 

in two weeks at locations with solar elevation 62% lower (Fig. 3C). A multivariate correlation 

analysis proved that cloudopacity provided additional explanatory power above and beyond the 

effect of zenith (R= 0.70, p<0.001 for zenith plus cloudopacity data). The zenith provided the 

explanation for the lower COVID-19 growth seen in Russia, Finland and Norway despite their 

low temperatures: their morbidity fell almost exactly on the line predicted by Moscow’s, 

Helsinki’s and Oslo’s average zenith during the epidemic.  

The average zenith is correlated with both irradiation (R=0.54, p<0.01) and temperature (R=0.65, 

p<0.001). Multivariate regression showed temperature and irradiance did not account for any 

additional variation in COVID-19 case growth over and above the impact of the average zenith. 
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Figure 3A. COVID-19 case growth, measured by cases on the 9th day after the 100th case, as a function of average zenith during 

that period (CC=0.64, p<0.001). 

While humans have evolved tens of thousands of genes over billions of years of eukaryote 

evolution, and have all sorts of homeostasis mechanisms, SARS-CoV-2 has only 15 genes. It 

does not have the homeostasis mechanisms of humans. Single stranded RNA is more sensitive to 

irradiation because it lacks the redundancy of genetic information in a second strand that allows 

double-stranded DNA to repair damage. So it should perhaps not surprise us that Coronavirus 

does not fare well when subjected to irradiation.  
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Figure 3B. Confirmed case growth speed decreased with increasing mean solar elevation (in degrees) on the day of the 100th 

case in each country or province analyzed (R=-0.40, p<0.000001, Spearman correlation coefficient). 
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Figure 3C. Confirmed case counts grew exponentially faster with lower sum daytime solar elevations across 159 locations 

around the world (. CC=-0.45, p<0.00000001. 

The zenith has a predictable evolution in each location over the seasons, which ought to help 

forecast the evolution of the pandemic in different geographical locations. Our results suggest the 

Northern hemisphere will see a flattening of the curve until the summer and may see a new 

outbreak after the September equinox, reaching its worst in late December and early January (as 

Wuhan did). 

The significant reduction in the epidemic’s growth observed at higher solar elevations and 

irradiances across geographic locations can help governments plan their responses to the 

pandemic. Sending equal numbers of medical supplies per capita to Michigan and Florida25, for 

example, is likely to lead to more severe shortages in the former than the latter. Governments 
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should prepare for an increase in the speed of viral transmission as the days get shorter, darker 

and colder. 

The correlations observed could obey a number of different causes. For guinea pigs infected with 

influenza and housed at 5 °C, the duration of peak virus shedding was longer than that of animals 

housed at 20 °C, and enhanced transmission was seen at 5 °C5. Regarding irradiance, the Sun’s 

UV radiation could reduce the virus’ half-life, it could improve resistance to infection via 

stimulation of vitamin D production, it could reduce transmission in other ways, or some 

combination thereof. UV is not the only way solar zenith impacts phenomena on Earth. Aurorae, 

for example, are formed by the interaction of the solar wind with the Earth’s magnetic field. 

Determining the underlying cause of these correlations appears urgent in order to evaluate the 

public policies put in place by several governments to keep people at home and to close beaches, 

trails and public parks.  

One way to follow up on these results would be to estimate the sunlight exposure of people 

diagnosed with COVID-19 and contrast it with a population of non-infected controls, to see 

whether COVID-19 patients have on average received less sunlight before getting infected than 

the control group.  

If the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus is especially susceptible to UV radiation, the use of artificial 

UV should be explored for disinfection. Indeed, the infectivity of the closely related SARS virus 

can be reduced to undetectable levels by an hour’s exposure to 90 µW/cm2 of UV at an 

irradiating distance of 80 cm26. 
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If sunlight makes people more resistant to COVID-19, the right policy might be one that 

achieves social distancing without locking people in homes without sunlight. It wouldn’t be the 

only health benefit known to come from spending time outdoors: there are reports that open-air 

sunlight treatment of the 1918 Spanish Flu pandemic reduced fatality of hospital cases from 40% 

to 13%27, 28; in contrast, the low relative humidities produced by indoor heating and cold 

temperatures are known to favor influenza virus spread5.  

If the Sun overhead (low zenith) reduces viral transmission, the at-risk population may be better 

off weathering the pandemic in places with plenty of overhead sun. If it can be done without 

increasing social contact between those infected and those not –for example by testing, contact 

tracing, quarantining for the outer range of the incubation period and certification of who is not 

infected--, it’s possible that a pandemic is a time to encourage people to travel to warmer, 

sunnier locations with sun more directly overhead, rather than restricting them to stay locked 

away from the sunlight they evolved to crave. If COVID-19 is still among us next December, it 

may be possible for thousands to be saved simply by spending the winter away from Milan in 

Rome or Sicily, not in Madrid but in Andalusia, or in El Paso, TX rather than in Lincoln County, 

SD. A COVID-19 pandemic may not be the time to ask people who live in dark places to stay 

put. Rather, it may prove better for people to stay away from each other, but in the sun. 
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